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Theoretical discussions about the filmed body’s corporality or materiality have sometimes addressed the emphasis on physical presence as something that halts narrative progression, even if temporarily. But while classical narratives may allow for pauses for the appreciation, for example, of the physical attributes of a star, in other filmic modalities the stress on the body indicates a more significant disdain for plot progression. In his revisionist and elucidating approach to early cinema Tom Gunning identified an impulse to simply present a filmed subject or landscape—the cinema of attractions, as he called it, was made of “instants, rather than developing situations.”​[1]​ Gilles Deleuze, in turn, wrote about a cinema of bodies that do not enact unfolding events, appearing instead as impacted by accumulated experiences.​[2]​ Though by no means similar to the idea of attraction, Deleuze’s conceptualization of the actor’s body as worn-out and as tired is as much about “presence” as the aesthetics of astonishment described by Gunning.
In the realm of literary theory, Roland Barthes elaborated on yet another conception of presence as a means to differentiate between authorial figuration and authorial representation. When figuration is at stake, the reader desires a writer to be found in the text in his or her physicality, but “ [not] in the guise of direct biography (which would exceed the body, give a meaning to life, forge a destiny)”​[3]​. Author and text are thus merged into one single entity. Figuration, says Barthes, “is the way in which the erotic body appears in the profile of the text”, a text which in turn can also “reveal itself in the form of a body.”​[4]​ So we can detect a dialectical movement in which the text at once severs itself from the author and contains the author, split into a real self and a textual self construed at each reading. The author is at once absent and present—even if the text cannot not narrate interiority, the materiality of language evokes the author’s concrete body.
In cinema studies, the author has been sought mostly in the film through the search for recurring elements of style. But in the early days of Cahiers du cinema, the search of the author in the text was complemented by long interviews in which critics hoped to trace meaning back to a palpable and intending artist. Simply put, the theoretical distinction between the real person and the critically construed author has never completely suppressed the impulse to merge the two. In fact, considerations about meaning and self-expression, which are obviously at the centre of this split, have led theorists to overlook a possibility granted to filmmakers—self-inscription by means of the author’s photographic image.
It is in order to explore the filmic manifestation of what Barthes called figuration that I borrow and adapt the stress on physical presence articulated by Gunning and Deleuze. The attention to the effect produced by the author’s body in the image shifts the focus from authorship as critical construct to authorship as self-construction, calling for an examination of directorial self-inscription. The author’s body anchors the discussion of authorship in specific contexts. Rather than be absorbed by the film or exist outside of it, the on-screen author may be perceived as a trespasser—a relatively foreign body instilling the image with historical and sometimes autobiographical references, thus evoking the specific cultural frameworks that inform the director’s variable roles and modes of self-display, and the historical scenarios that “speak” through their screen performance. 
Audiences are very familiar with the figure of the on-screen director in documentaries. But since subjectivity has been persistently repressed in traditional documentary filmmaking (as Michael Renov has stated​[5]​), documentary authorship has often been translated into the problem of mediation—after all, the documentary invokes oppositions between subjectivity and objectivity, partiality and impartiality, constructed and faithful realities, fiction and truth. Or else the documentary is explicitly a tool for self-investigation, in which case directors do not need to be “construed” as authors—they simply are, however performatic their appearances. If by nature the documentary is more open to the extrafilmic than fiction, this holds true also for its maker or makers. In this modality, the continuity between real and depicted worlds is usually more evident—the same applying to real and on-screen authors. 
It is precisely the less obvious attribution of authorship to documentary filmmakers that leads me to elect the work of Brazilian director Eduardo Coutinho as case study, as his on-screen performance allows for the investigation of an under-explored authorial function—that of seeing and listening. Coutinho is among the most prolific Brazilian directors of the past decade, producing an average of one theatrically released documentary per year. Though belonging to the 1960s Cinema Novo generation, Coutinho has been at his most prolific in the new millennium, when he revises the role of sociologist that had defined the politically engaged Latin American director in the 60s. Coutinho shuns interpretation and analysis. Instead, he stresses the encounter between camera and subject. He for the most part avoids illustrative and representational images, structuring his documentaries as talking heads, with scenes depicting the film crew setting up the stage for the interview, or arriving at specific locations. Though bringing echoes of the director’s experience in television reportage, Coutinho’s films owe much to both Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah and cinéma-vérité—relying on verbal testimony while reminding viewers that the director generates (rather than capture) the reality he films. Coutinho believes that the only reality the camera can capture is the reality of the shoot. What his films document is primarily the encounter between filmmaker and subject. The director thus becomes a central actor in the documentary; Coutinho’s physical presence shapes the interviewees’ behaviors and speeches, even if his mode of self-display is rather self-effacing: he is rarely positioned at the center of the frame, and for the most part stays off-screen. Nonetheless his figure constitutes a structuring device, and his recurring and unmistakable image has become a trademark—indeed, his authorial signature. It follows that in his documentaries the question of authorship is defined not by self-expression, but by self-inscription.
Coutinho’s works are partly in line with the Brazilian model of author cinema, where the intellectual investigates a postulated “Other”—the masses having proved rich material for most of the political films of the past century, usually directed by representatives of the middle class. His documentaries tend to focus on specific communities: peasants from the arid backlands, specific slums, the residents of a specific apartment building in Rio, and so on. However, Coutinho refashions the approach drafted in the 60s by avoiding what Jean-Claude Bernardet called the sociological model, in which the director brings to light and diagnoses the mores of the unprivileged.​[6]​ Coutinho evades the construction of abstract categories such as “the masses,” “the peasants,” or “the bourgeoisie.” Rather than generalize, Coutinho individualizes; he refuses to extract a theory from the experience of his subjects, thus renouncing the role of social scientist.
Because he comes from a cinematic tradition largely defined by the desire to reveal a specific reality, Coutinho transmutes the problem of self-expression into the question of mediation. Except for the self-referential Twenty Years After, Coutinho’s films do not address biographical events, nor do they reveal the director’s standpoints. In his productions of the past decade Coutinho’s on-screen presence functions as a detonator, or catalyst, for the testimonies registered by the camera. His methods follow what Bakhtin called “creative identification,” which, in Paul Willemen’s rendition of Bakhtin’s theories, “does not renounce itself, its own place and time, its own culture”​[7]​. Coutinho actually foregrounds the awareness of the social, economic and cultural gap between director and subject. This unbalance, acknowledged by both filmmaker and interviewee, often takes center stage.​[8]​ In Scavengers, a documentary about the workers of a garbage dump, an annoyed young boy interrogates the director on the purpose of shooting trash, indicating that such interest is typical of the intellectual upper class. Another example is found in Babilônia 2000, where we watch the crew stopping a woman from the slums from putting on lipstick when she sees the camera and the woman humorously asking, “Do you want poverty?” The examples are numerous, and the highlighting of such a gap establishes the director as a central “actor;” it is Coutinho’s presence in the image that draws attention to class and cultural contrasts. The interviewees’ attitudes, in turn, betray their awareness of the media’s desire to reveal and denounce the country’s miseries, as well as the media’s fascination with an “exotic social Other.” This awareness is precisely what Coutinho values—even if it sometimes leads the subjects to perform either against or in accord with the stereotype.
After all, Coutinho’s interest lies as much in the story being told as in its mode of presentation, with a special attention to the peculiarities of the subjects’ syntax, choice of words and accent. In reference to a film about a residential building in Rio called Edifício Master, the director professed to be less interested in the truth of the collected testimonies than in the encounter between documentarian and subject. Coutinho’s indifference to the reality that pre-exists the act of shooting, quite unusual in documentary filmmaking, is manifested in his declared preference for filming events whose importance do not precede the shoot, events that do not “ask to be filmed.” As he once stated to newspaper Folha de S. Paulo, he needs to start his camera so that “a unique relationship takes place; so [that] the film [can] begin to exist.”​[9]​ The director’s presence in the image establishes him as the producer of the moment to be captured; Coutinho’s documentaries do not record a reality, they produce their own reality. This rationale brings to mind cinéma-vérité, where, to paraphrase Erik Barnouw, rather than wait for a crisis the filmmaker hopes “to precipitate one.”​[10]​ 
The result is a privileging of the present tense, of the relation director-subject-camera. Coutinho seems fascinated by the “here and now,” which explains his resistance (in many of his films) to capturing anything that goes beyond what is directly said to him in the presence of a camera. In turn, Coutinho’s aversion to illustration and love for verbal testimonies constitute the mise-en-scène of what Bakhtin called “speech situations,” with an emphasis on the context and circumstances of the speech.​[11]​ To borrow and recontextualize Gunning’s phrase, Coutinho’s is a cinema of instants, concerned with the subjects as they find themselves at the moment in which the camera is turned on. The director’s investment is on the profilmic. He refuses to put the editing at the service of clarity; he avoids imposing a linear structure on the testimonies or erase expressive hesitations and repetitions. 
This refusal to narrativize the subject’s discourse is one of the elements that associate Coutinho’s documentaries and Deleuze’s theory, where the body, to quote Deleuze, contains past and future, “tiredness and waiting,” “no longer experience, but ‘what remains of past experiences,’ what comes afterwards, when everything has been said’”​[12]​. The emphasis on the body replaces the organization of experience in terms of a clear progression of events. Coutinho’s cinema is hence a cinema of bodies, enamored with the corporeal, physical presence of its subjects, which tend to overshadow their stories. We could even say that Coutinho is also interested in the corporality of voices, the syntax, choice of vocabulary and accent of its “actors.” Body and voice, in turn, also define Coutinho’s authorial signature. Rather than produce a discourse or express a worldview, the author in the text simply imprints the visual and audio tracks with the image of his body and with the sound of his voice. 
In addition to the emphasis on facial expression, gestures, and the lack of a revealing story—I would say that what is interesting about this scene is the woman’s behavior towards Coutinho, not what she says—this clip shows also that, just as with the documentary’s subjects, it is Coutinho’s vocal qualities, rather than his discourse, which mark his presence. The director limits his own speech to questions that are very simple and similar in structure, enquiring on the interviewees’ place of birth, job, and family. His São Paulo accent, his raspy, cigarette-smoker’s voice, and even his breathing (heard at the beginning of this clip)​[13]​ are more distinguishable than what the director actually says. Coutinho’s mode of self-inscription stresses the materiality of his body and voice—which allow for a corporeal, rather than abstract, sense of authorial presence. Yet again, the director’s body is not the focus, but the motor of the documentary’s investigation. This emphasis on presence constitutes the film author as a catalyst—his presence is essential to the production of a certain kind of image; if not openly expressive, the director is a fundamental “actor” without which the film would not achieve the desired goal, which is to give voice to people who constitute identifiable sectors of the nation, which the director diffuses into palpable individualities instead of grouping under fixed and abstract categories. Thus the use of space as an organizing device circumscribing the films to a specific garbage dump, specific slums, or a specific apartment building: in addition to considerations about practicality and scope, the decision to limit the choice of subjects to a geographic space anchors individuals in identifiable and concrete locations.
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